INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK OF UPGRADING MARITIME ENGLISH INSTRUCTORS SKILLS

Summary. The article is devoted to outlining the basic framework of upgrading Maritime English instructors’ skills in compliance with the institutional needs. The author remarks that every training institution has its own philosophy of education which affects professional behavior of instructors as well as teaching methods and skills required from them. The educational model of Maritime English instructors, where the communicative approach is a priority, is outlined. The initial steps of implementing the communicative approach are presented with special attention to communicative lesson structures that differ for the support, operational and management levels of Maritime English. The types of teach-the-teachers events are described in sequence, among them workshops, faculty development sessions, expert-classes, master-classes, CLIL meetings, lesson observation and analysis, and development of training modules for Maritime English course books.
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Problem statement. Upgrading teachers’ knowledge and skills either by individually driven awareness or by institutional push has permanently been perceived to be of utmost importance. Throughout the world, there are thousands of in-service teacher training centres, online courses, agencies providing support for English language instructors, offering face-to-face and online courses to help them develop skills and learn new teaching approaches.

Undoubtedly, individual participation in development courses fosters innovation approaches to teaching. A thing they can not do, though, is the possibility to scaffold instructors’ attempts to transfer new information into practical skills on-site and to tailor it to institutional framework of upgrading Maritime English instructors’ skills.
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the content to the institutional demands which are represented by research themes of its departments.

Paying tribute to those possibilities, it should be pointed out that every training institution has its own philosophy and, thus, strategy of education. This philosophy affects professional behavior of instructors as well as teaching methods and skills required from them.

Recent research and publications. Teachers and their way of thinking are most important in any educational system. Researches and, therefore, articles on institutional systems of upgrading teachers' skills are really scarce. It also refers to teachers of Maritime English or, in other words, Maritime English (ME) instructors.

As stated in the International Convention on Standards of Training, Certification and Watchkeeping for Seafarers (STCW), “Each party shall ensure that instructors, supervisors, and assessors are appropriately qualified for the particular types and levels of training or assessment of competence of seafarers either on board or ashore, as required under the Convention” [7, p. 23].

Accordingly, a model training course of Maritime English, another document developed by International Maritime Organization, reads: “...training institutions and academies should note that this course more than fulfills the competences regarding English language contained in the STCW Code [6, p. 6].” And continues: “For the course to run smoothly and to be effective, considerable attention must be paid to the availability and use of qualified instructors of the English language” [6, p. 9].

Cole C., Pritchard B., Trenkner P., who dedicate most of their research to methodology of ME teaching and to in-service ME instructors training with certain attention to internal institutional processes, observed that “MET institutions, still often reluctant to recognize ME on an equal footing to Navigation or Marine Engineering, or to dedicate more instruction hours to already tight programmes, are nonetheless keen to find more effective instruction strategies” [2, p. 125]. They identified some of the “most important issues concerning the methodology of ME instruction, among them:

- the communicative approach to teaching and learning ME
- the role of content-based learning
- competence-based learning as the basic IMO requirement
- the ME instructor as user, adapter, and developer of ME teaching resources (textbooks/course books and related materials [2, p. 139].

Another author dwelling on the standards of Maritime English training states that according to the STCW each MET institution must take responsibility for ME tutor competence as recommended by the IMO but as the IMO provides no tools to help align trainer competencies internationally, MET institutions need to collaborate with each other to align quality assurance worldwide [4, p. 55].

A group of researchers echo the previous author’s remarks voicing their opinion that “global standards governing communicative competence have been strengthened by IMO through its legal documents and different conventions. It is now recognized that globalization of maritime services has led to the adoption of Maritime English as a career tool... National and international authorities, universities, training institutions need to develop effective strategies that meet these new demands” [1, p. 95].

We totally support the ideas expressed at International Maritime English Conference that “focusing on the linguistic and methodological requirements placed on the Maritime English instructor, s/he should undergo a process of “marinization”: acquiring knowledge of and competence in the specific linguistic features of Maritime English as well as the specifics of the methodology of teaching Maritime English, and knowledge of the subject matter (maritime studies) acquired through ‘twinning’, i.e. in cooperation with the technical subject teachers and during occasional on-board training” [3, p. 160–161].

In a dissertation on the issues of upgrading ME instructors, the researcher affirms: “MET institutional management needs to motivate instructors to improve themselves not only because they have to, but also because they have to really feel committed and believe in it [5, p. 16]. Instructors and assessors, when they accept continued professional development, will be a major key of success to themselves and for their institutions. It is essential for MET instructors to maintain high levels of professional competence by continually upgrading their skills and knowledge... Implementation of MO standards on a global basis needs to be supported by a core of well-trained and trained professionals [5, p. 17].

In our research made at the initial stage of communicative approach implementation, we noted that “the communicative approach distinction is the similarity of its training process to that of real communication. To be able of developing learning tasks that would meet the students’ needs and communicative approach specificity, teachers should realize how to use its methods for developing skills required for work at sea, in particular, correct pronunciation and usage of standard marine communication phrases, detailed understanding of what has been said, every day and professional communication on board” [9, p. 301].

The purpose of the research is to outline the basic framework of upgrading Maritime English instructors’ skills in compliance with the institutional needs. Presentation of the main material. Statements about requirements and obligations concerning ME instructors stumble over the real life circumstances of under-performance among teachers that is based either on their ignorance of the required knowledge and skills or on their inability to acquire them individually. It presents an enormous challenge for the training institution managers, be it the rector or department heads, and enormous annoyance and dissatisfaction for students and their parents/sponsors.

As a matter of fact, a tailored teaching of teachers (TOT) program would support such teachers’ efforts to become intentional ME instructors striving to improve personal teaching skills to meet the institutional requirements. In some cases, teachers should be forced to do some of the work by themselves.

A unique system of teaching ME instructors has been implemented and is getting its further development at our maritime training institution.

It all started with a shipping industry company initiative to launch a project on implementation of communicative approach to teaching Maritime English at the academy to comply with the guidelines of IMO Model Course “Maritime English” which asserts that
“The instructor should be a qualified teacher of English language who has been trained in the Communicative Approach, content-based instruction and task-based learning etc. to English language teaching and has a broad understanding of maritime subjects” [6, p. 37].

The initial success in implementing the communicative approach was due to the joint efforts of the industry company, the academy management and enthusiasm of ME instructors streamed by an appointed communicative teaching coordinator (a teacher with a sufficient communicative teaching experience behind) and establishment of the coordination council on ME issues as the training institution comprises three English language departments and three methodological committees of English language teachers at its maritime college.

According to Rector’s order, the coordinator’s responsibilities include, but are not limited to, planning the coordination council activities, monitoring the process of communicative and competency-based training, approves of and analyses the content of workshops and other TKT, personally conducts certain TKT events, develops some methodological guidelines on the issues of importance, consults ME instructors on specific aspects of planning and organizing communicative lessons.

The first project stage concerned defining the goal and methods of the in-service teacher training within the institution. As our experience proves, conducting a series of workshops on specific aspects of communicative approach at the project start and further on is truly effective: ME teachers gain understanding of the communicative teaching principles, lesson stages, types of appropriate exercises and activities etc. Unexpectedly, designing a communicative lesson topic and objective posed special challenges to ME instructors. All of them were inclined to stick to traditional practice of module-wide lesson topic (e.g. Types of Cargoes) and several lesson objectives, only one of them having some non-distinctive reference to teaching Maritime English. With about seventy teachers of English, it took considerable amount of time and efforts to adapt Bloom’s taxonomy to our needs and to help ME instructors with developing purposeful objectives of communicative lessons.

The workshops need to be followed by teachers’ conversion of their theoretical knowledge into practical teaching skills. Such skills can appear in twinning the teachers’ thorough preparation and the coordinator’s lesson attendance and analysis, especially done together with other project participants. A possible option here is conducting demonstration lessons by the ME instructors whose methods of communicative teaching have become adequate to those recommended in Instructors Manual of the Model Course [6, pp. 200–333].

Once most teachers got familiarized with a variety of communicative exercises and activities to use, they were provided with a Lesson Analysis Flow which served as a checklist for planning their lessons and analyzing the lessons attended by them:

1. Lesson topic and objective: Are the topic and objective formulated correctly? Do the topic and production correspond to the lesson objective? How is the objective presented? Does the lesson topic correspond to the syllabus?

2. Starter: Are all SS engaged in speaking? Does the starter assist SS in turning their brains to English? Is the classroom atmosphere positive?

3. Presentation stage: What language items are presented? What techniques are used? Is the meaning clear for students? How is the language output organized?

4. Practice stage: How long does it last? Is the practice stage subdivided into controlled exercises and semi-controlled activities? Do the lesson exercises and activities correspond to the objective? Does the teacher correct students’ mistakes? How? Does the teacher monitor students’ ability to use the target language correctly? Are the instructions clear and brief?

5. Interaction: Is the lesson focused on communication? What forms of interaction are used? Is the lesson student-centered? Is there enough talking time for students?

6. Production stage: Is the objective achieved at the production stage? Is the new topical vocabulary items / grammar structure used in the production context? How many students are involved? Does the production activity correspond to the mariners’ needs?

The improving ME instructors’ skills of teaching communicatively and the improving students’ skills in using Maritime English as well as our understanding of great differences in students’ knowledge, life and onboard experience at junior and senior years of study triggered the necessity of varied lessons structure. We devised detailed structures of PPP (Presentation, Practice, Production) format for the support level (first and second years of study) where the students are taught General Maritime English; EASA (Engage, Activate 1, Study, Activate 2) format for the operational level (third and fourth years of study) where the students are taught Specialized Maritime English, and Patchwork format (a variation of EASA format with a possible option E-A-S-A-E-S-A) for the management level (fifth and sixth years of study) where students are taught English for Maritime Business.

At 3P-structured lessons, which is practically 4P with Preparation added, teachers present new language items (vocabulary, grammar, and phonology) in limited context to be learnt by students through demonstration, explanation, and drilling. Having realized the students understand the new context, the teacher organizes their practice of it by doing controlled exercises and semi-controlled / freer activities. At the final stage of the lesson, students are free in using the language the need to do an activity or task set by the teacher. The PPP lesson structure is necessary and effective for beginners in learning Maritime English as well as for low output students. It should be noted that PPP lessons need some teacher-centered periods as is the case with the presentation stage and, to some extent, with controlled exercises at the practice stage and with feedback at the lesson closure.

The EASA lesson structure, on the contrary, can be completely student-centered if the teacher is knowledgeable, methodologically artful, creative, enthusiastic and able to establish the healthy classroom climate allowing students to share their life and onboard experience, ideas and suggestions, trust the group mates and the teacher, and feel encouraged, motivated, and confident. Undoubtedly, departments develop Maritime English syllabi, ME instructors design lesson plans, but those are the students who perform each task in the way they perceive it, initiate their ideas and opinions, debate and role play, point out what language items, structures are not clear for them, and figure out meanings and solutions.
The Patchwork lesson structure is, surprisingly as it may seem, a no-structure lesson. It is based on a topic-objective– final output logistics in which the stages – Engage, Study and Activate – may follow in any sequence and be of any reasonable length. Here, the MET instructors’ excellence should be at its highest. Especially, due to the students’ status – they have worked as deck officers on vessels to get experience and be promoted to the captain’s position – and due to the management level of the Maritime English course, which is designed for students who seek roles as leaders in the world shipping industry. The future masters should be taught by experienced ME instructors to be able to integrate practice and theory for the graduates to gain necessary management skills in oral communication, problem-solving, critical thinking, risk assessment, preparing the vessel for inspection.

As it prompts, another wave of teacher training workshops on communicative lessons structures followed, with task-based teaching and learning methodology chosen for working with senior students (third – sixth years of study). Faculty development sessions (FDS), done by the coordinator, serve as a tool for improving teachers’ skills to conduct communicative lessons. They are normally in the form of feedback to the teachers whose lessons were attended, mostly as round-table discussions with a slight input from the facilitator. FDS done by ME instructors are mostly on some technical aspects of teaching, like ways of using internet learning platforms, test validity etc.

Alongside with the methodological issues, we came to a consensus on the necessity of conducting expert classes for ME instructors. It’s common practice in Ukraine that, on one hand, navigation officers prefer to deliver lectures and seminars in specialized disciplines in Ukrainian instead of English language; on the other hand, pedagogical university graduates get no skills of Maritime English teaching. Therefore, they are consistently faced with challenges concerning Maritime English peculiarities and the onboard processes behind them.

For ME instructors, interdisciplinary cooperation is of great value, and, moreover, a priority. This collaboration includes attending lectures delivered by faculty members of specialized departments, getting consultations from them on the issues connected with the forthcoming module to teach or with the content of the training module to be developed for a student’s book. Expert classes, or short practical presentations on a specific onboard operation, or equipment items, or any other issues of difficulty done by former or acting captains and first officers prefer to deliver lectures and seminars in specialized disciplines in Ukrainian instead of English language; on the other hand, pedagogical university graduates get no skills of Maritime English teaching. Therefore, they are consistently faced with challenges concerning Maritime English peculiarities and the onboard processes behind them.
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CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) sessions are another instrument for teachers to understand ways of merging the maritime issues with the communicative teaching methodology. These are mostly prepared and conducted by developers of course book modules. The purpose of CLIL sessions is: to familiarize MET instructors with the professional content of a module, its peculiarities, special options for high and low output students, methods and techniques chosen for doing controlled exercises, semi-controlled activities and productive tasks as well as the IMO documents to be learnt by students with a permanent attention to standard marine communication phrases. Team-teaching when a MET instructor and a navigation expert design a CLIL session on a training module of the third-fourth years of study are preferable because the contextual, methodological, and professional aspects of the same topic to teach and the competency to require from students are interpreted by the facilitators from different perspectives. It helps teachers see a situation from two points of view and understand it better.

Traditionally, training institutions of higher education in Ukraine have policies on teacher – teacher lesson observations aimed at learning from each other and sharing personal opinion on what should be improved. It’s clearly understood that teachers’ feedback may be brief and not truly sustainable for psychological and time constraints reasons. In our case, the coordinator’s responsibility lies in developing a communicative lesson observation format supplemented with a lesson analysis sheet, teach all ME instructors, including heads of English language departments, some specific ways of lesson observation and analysis, and personally attend, observe, and help optimize teaching and learning processes with detailed performance feedback. Positive feedback enhances the teacher’s motivation to become more reflective as well as more conscious of the practical steps to achieve the lesson objective.

A year ago it was decided to study effects of sequential teaching in the same group of fourth-year students for two months. Sequential teaching is a co-teaching model when two teachers conduct lessons in turn, with one teacher planning and conducting a lesson, another teacher observing it, assisting if necessary, giving feedback later on. Every day the teachers’ roles were swapped. To do it, they needed to agree on the topics of a set of lessons, to design the lesson plans in advance, to gain mutual trust, and stay enthusiastic to get positive experience. Eventually, the process was perceived as an incredible opportunity to share ideas, techniques, handouts, visual aids, and time. Some tangible outcomes to mention are: increased motivation of students (87% of them appreciated such approach), mutual observation benefits, deeper understanding of the colleague’s methodological techniques and tricks, more detailed and thorough elaboration of lesson plans, and profound feedback.

Most educationalists would agree that the teacher’s art ‘lies in getting the right mix of ingredients at the right time and in the right context’, with the interaction between structure and freedom [8, p. 102]. Thus, the teachers who managed to cope with the communicative teaching requirements established for the institutional needs were given freedom in selecting and using any methods, techniques and lesson structure with the aim of developing students’ communicative skills.

Seemingly beyond the subject matter, development of training modules for Maritime English course books is a great opportunity for teaching the teachers, in which self-teaching is of basic importance. While implementing the communicative approach to teaching Maritime English, we realized the need for course books to accompany the Maritime English syllabi. Consequently, the process of developing course books was launched. The process looks like this. An ME in-
structor gets a training module to develop following the approved criteria. The working group meets to discuss the module title, its topics and communicative skills to be mastered by students providing the developer with the training materials they have. The developer creates the topic after topic emailing it to the working group members for feedback. The final product is again discussed at the working group meeting.

To develop a module, a teacher has to find and study proper IMO documents, select standard marine communication phrases, search for appropriate materials in internet, consult with former and acting deck officers, choose visual aids, decide on the exercises, activities and tests to take students up to the communicative skills, negotiate a lot of issues with the working group members, then, after the approval period, get feedback on ways to improve the content and methodology used, and later conduct a CLIL meeting. This process can be successful in case the module developer applies ideas from the workshops, faculty development sessions, expert-classes, lessons observed and the like.

**Topics/Corollaries.** At present, all teaching-of-teachers (TOT) events are subdivided into direct and indirect types:

1) Direct TOT – theoretical workshops to enhance teachers’ acquisition of new scientific and methodological ideas, practical faculty development sessions (FDS) of two types – as detailed instruction for new-comers and as feedback to the teacher whose lesson has been observed, master-classes, expert classes, and CLIL meetings. Conducted mostly by teachers themselves under the coordinator’s guidance and supervision, they serve the major purpose – initially, teachers-facilitators need to thoroughly understand what they are going to teach others, then design a plan to try and convey it in a simple and motivating manner, and finally, implement and demonstrate it;

2) Indirect TOT – a) teacher-teacher lesson observation, with sequential teaching being the extreme option of it; b) individual development of training modules for Maritime English course books monitored and supervised by members of the appropriate working group.

Our practical steps in upgrading ME instructors’ skills of communicative teaching and their outcomes have provided evidence that this type of institutional training network creates professional development opportunities for each ME instructor in meeting the demands of the institution and the industry partner.

As future plans within this training network, we envisage deeper work on the content taught, including development of a new generation of course books for the Maritime English syllabi, as well as organize discussions and workshops to implement contemporary approaches to the teaching and learning processes, among them personalized instruction and active learning.
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